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The Motional Stark Effect (MSE) diagnostic is a well established technique to infer the local internal
magnetic field in fusion plasmas. In this paper, the existing forward model which describes the MSE
data is extended by the Zeeman effect, fine-structure, and relativistic corrections in the interpreta-
tion of the MSE spectra for different experimental conditions at the tokamak ASDEX Upgrade. The
contribution of the non-Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (non-LTE) populations among the mag-
netic sub-levels and the Zeeman effect on the derived plasma parameters is different. The obtained
pitch angle is changed by 3◦ . . . 4◦ and by 0.5◦ . . . 1◦ including the non-LTE and the Zeeman effects
into the standard statistical MSE model. The total correction is about 4◦. Moreover, the variation
of the magnetic field strength is significantly changed by 2.2% due to the Zeeman effect only.
While the data on the derived pitch angle still could not be tested against the other diagnostics,
the results from an equilibrium reconstruction solver confirm the obtained values for magnetic field
strength. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4994889]
I. INTRODUCTION
The accurate measurements of the local magnetic field are
a quite demanding task in fusion plasmas, and the Motional
Stark Effect (MSE) diagnostic represents probably the most
sensitive and suitable instrument to deliver the necessary infor-
mation. In general, the MSE concept relies on the observation
of the Balmer-α transition (n= 2→ 3) emitted from injected
high energetic (10 . . . 100 keV/u) deuterium or hydrogen parti-
cles with velocity~v excited by collisions with plasma ions and
electrons. The plasma is confined by the background magnetic
field on the order of 1 . . . 5 T. The observed emission is split
into the nine observable Stark components by the Lorentz elec-
tric field ~EL, ~EL =~v × ~B, acting on atoms in their co-moving
frame of reference, where ~B is a local magnetic field vector.
The resulting pi (∆ml = 0) andσ (∆ml =±1) spectral lines of the
Stark multiplet are polarized parallel and perpendicular to the
electric field direction, respectively. Here, ∆ml is the variation
of magnetic orbital momentum. Therefore, the polarization of
the observed lines is sensitive as to the orientation of the vector
~EL but also to the direction of the vector of magnetic field ~B
in the plasma.
Employing polarization measurements from the central
unshifted σ0 line, it is possible to reconstruct the pitch
angle of the magnetic field by the MSE polarimetry sys-
tem.1–3 In spectral MSE measurements, the line splitting,
a)See authors list of A. Kallenbach et al., Nucl. Fusion 51(9), 094012 (2011).
∆λ, depends on |~EL |, and therefore it allows us to measure
|~B|.4–6
The MSE diagnostic is routinely used as a tool to
improve the equilibrium reconstruction.7–11 However, the
desired high precision for magnetic field measurement could
not be achieved due to a number of inaccuracies in ear-
lier analysis such as the treatment for the population den-
sities of excited magnetic sub-levels.12 The situation was
improved significantly in the last years. Using new collisional
radiative models,13,14 one resolved finally the discrepancy
between the measured line ratio within the σ and pi polar-
ization fraction in the MSE spectra for JET and ALCATOR-
C Mod.15,16 The data from the non-Local Thermodynamic
Equilibrium (non-LTE) model predict even much stronger
deviation from statistical expectation for MSE line inten-
sities at ITER conditions in comparison with the present
devices.17 However, the Zeeman effect was often neglected
in the beam emission analysis with regard to its smallness
compared to the Stark effect.12 The impact of the Zeeman
effect on the MSE spectra was considered either in the
MSE polarimeter measurements at ALCATOR12 or it was
envisaged to implement the Zeeman effect in the ab initio
modeling.18
In this paper, the effect of magnetic and electric fields
on the Balmer-α emission is revisited. The atomic physics
of the combined Zeeman-Stark effect19–23 is adapted for the
application in MSE measurements, and the Zeeman effect
and fine-structure are discussed in view of the spectral
MSE observations. The model is prepared for even more
0034-6748/2017/88(8)/083509/10/$30.00 88, 083509-1
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refinements which can be done in future, e.g., by including
contributions of radial electric fields. The recently developed
MSE forward model24 is extended and takes the Zeeman-Stark
effect and the spin-orbit coupling into account in order to
describe the measured MSE spectra. Finally, the results of
the measurements are compared with results from an equi-
librium solver (CLISTE)25 for ASDEX Upgrade experimental
conditions.
II. ATOMIC MODEL OF THE ZEEMAN-STARK
MULTIPLET
An atomic model of hydrogen atom in the presence of
electromagnetic field represents a topic that is still far from
being closed, specially in studies of high Rydberg states or
in the case of strong fields,26 although the experimental data
for the simplest configurations are understood now. So, for
instance, it is an established fact that the Zeeman effect, or
more precisely the Paschen-Back effect, dominates the fine-
structure splitting of the Balmer-α line emission at the plasma
edge of fusion devices.27 In the case of Maxwellian distribution
function of atoms, every magnetic component of the spectral
line is described using a Doppler profile taking into account
the different source of excited atoms.27,28 In the case of MSE
measurements, the emissions take place predominantly in the
static crossed electric and magnetic fields, being a subject of
studies for high Rydberg states.26,29 The influence of the fields
onto the emission pattern of the Balmer-α line in fusion plas-
mas was shown in Refs. 19 and 21 and for MSE observations
in Ref. 30. The energy displacement of the levels caused by the
magnetic field depends on the mutual orientation between the
vectors ~EL and ~B.26 In the first order perturbation theory, the
linear and quadratic dependence on the strength of magnetic
field appears in the energy expression if vectors are orthogonal
to each other31
E±(n, k)≈±Ω + k
√(
3
2
nF
)2
+ Ω2. (1)
Here, E±(n, k) is the energy32 of levels with n = n1 + n2 + |ml |
+ 1, where n is the principal quantum number, ml is the orbital
magnetic number, k = n1  n2 is the electric quantum number,
and integers n1 and n2 are the parabolic quantum numbers, with
0 ≤ n1 < n and 0 ≤ n2 < n. The parameter Ω= 1/2 ·B/B0 is the
magnetic field strength (B0 = 2.35 · 105 T) and F = EL/E0 is the
electric field strength (E0 = 5.142 · 1011 V/m). Expression (1)
is valid only if F,Ω>> δ, where δ is the fine-structure splitting.
Two effects caused by the magnetic field are observed from
expression (1). First, the magnetic field efficiently increases
the electric field strength of the pure parabolic states. Sec-
ond, the linear term removes their double degeneracy due to
the interaction of spin magnetic moment with the magnetic
field. In the case of MSE observation, the ratio between the
electric and magnetic fields remains constant (~EL =~v × ~B)
and as in majority of cases F >Ω, expression (1) reduces
to
E±(n, k)≈ 3
2
nF
(
k ± ζn + k2 ζ
2
n
)
, (2)
with
ζn =
Ω
3/2nF (3)
=
2
3n ·
v0
v sinω
, (4)
considering only one term of expansion in Ω/(3/2nF). Here,
v0 = 2.188 · 106 m/s is the atomic unit of velocity, v =
√
2E/m
is the velocity of beam atom in m/s, andω is the angle between
vectors ~B and ~v . Parameter ζn characterizes the impact of the
magnetic field on the displacement of energy levels for MSE
observations. Similar to the contribution of the magnetic field
in the final expression for energy, one could also estimate the
relative contribution of the fine-structure splitting relative to
the Stark effect.33 In this case,
ζ
fs
n ≈ α
2
n3
· 23nF , (5)
where α = 1/137 is the fine-structure constant. Substituting the
energy of beam atoms on the order of 10 keV/amu and mag-
netic field of 2 T, which corresponds to the condition of third
energy components at ASDEX Upgrade, one obtains for the
levels of n = 3, the values ζ3 = 0.35 and ζ fs3 = 0.08, and for
levels of n = 2, the values ζ2 = 0.52 and ζ fs2 = 0.4. Obviously,
the magnetic field and the fine-structure splitting could not be
neglected in the description of the MSE spectra at these low
atomic energies. The impact of these effects is different for
the MSE spectrum. The fine-structure splitting of n = 2 shifts
the transition of the Dα line as a whole. In contrast, the mag-
netic field affects both the line splitting and purity of the new
states. The second effect leads to σ- and pi-transitions con-
taining different polarization fractions. This fact plays a more
important role in the MSE spectra analysis as depending on
the observation geometry, the shift caused by the fine-structure
alone could be negligibly small relative to the Doppler shift
of the beam atoms. The general considerations shown above
must be observed in the atomic data, e.g., energy levels and
line intensities measured in crossed fields.
The calculation of atomic data in crossed static electric
and magnetic fields was performed in the frame of the pertur-
bation theory of the basis of the field-free wavefunctions in the
reference frame as shown in Fig. 1. In this coordinate system,
the Lorentz field ~EL =~v ×~B is taken to be parallel to the z-axis,
and the vector of magnetic field [~B= (B, 0, 0)] is aligned along
the x-axis. The vector of the velocity ~v is depicted to be in the
x-y plane [~v = (0,−v , 0)]. The direction of observation is shown
by the vector~s with the polar angle φ and the azimuthal angle
θ. The plane normal to the vector~s defines the direction of the
orthogonal polarization vectors ~e1 and ~e2 so that ~e1 ·~e2 = 0.
In addition, we choose the vector ~e2 to be parallel to the xy
plane. The energies of the new eigenstates in crossed fields,
as shown in Fig. 1, were obtained by diagonalizing the Hamil-
tonian of the atom. The latter includes the relativistic effects,
fine-structure splitting, and operators of interaction of the atom
with electric and magnetic fields. We note that the Lamb-shift
being on the order of 0.0353 cm−1 for n = 2 levels compared to
0.365 cm−1 of fine-structure separation was not included in our
calculations. The details of calculations in crossed fields could
be found elsewhere.21 In all cases, the results reproduced well
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FIG. 1. Frame of reference and vector orientation used in the present calcu-
lation: ~B is the vector of magnetic field, ~EL is the vector of induced Lorentz
field, ~v⊥ is the vector of atom velocity,~s denotes the direction of observation,
~e1,~e2 are the polarization vectors, and φ and θ are the angles determining the
observation orientation. The electric field induces linear polarized emission
in the direction parallel to ~EL (piEL ), circular polarized emission perpendic-
ular to ~EL (σEL ); the magnetic field induces linear polarized emission in the
direction parallel to ~B (piB) and circular polarized emission perpendicular to
~B (σB).
the cases of pure Zeeman and Stark effects. In Fig. 2, we show
the example of calculation of n = 2 energy levels in crossed
fields, whereas in the case of MSE measurements, the ratio
between the strength of electric and magnetic fields was kept
constant. Figure 2(a) shows the behavior of the levels for the
weak field conditions (Ref. 34, pp. 239–242). These condi-
tions are out of relevance for the parameters in fusion plasmas
but they help to control the calculations. So, for instance, the
quadratic Stark effect for the weak field could be well repro-
duced by switching off the magnetic field in the calculations
(thin dashed lines). These levels are doubly degenerated. The
presence of magnetic field removes the degeneracy of all the
levels due to the spin of the atom. In the case of extremely
weak field (F,Ω<< δ), the behavior of the levels reproduces
the properties of Zeeman and Stark effects as the splitting of
the energy levels is proportional to the total angular momen-
tum (Ref. 33, p. 154, Ref. 34, p. 240). By further increasing
the field strength, two central unshifted components, separated
on the order of δ in the case of pure Stark effect, start to show
the linear dependence on the magnetic field for the fields on
the order of δ/2 and higher. For outermost components, the
dependence on the magnetic field appears even earlier. More
detailed description of the level behavior could be performed
by investigating the Hamiltonian in the general form.31 For
the case of strong fields, Fig. 2(b) shows the dependence as
observed in Eq. (1). Here, it is possible to separate the angular
momentum in the spin and orbital part. The orbital momen-
tum interacts with the electric field resulting in parabolic states
(ml = 0,±1, 0) shown as thin dashed lines.
One also observes the offset of two central components
due to the fine-structure separation. Again as in the case of
weak field, these levels are doubly degenerated. The inter-
action of the magnetic field with orbital momentum, e.g., the
quadratic term in Eq. (2), increases the displacement in energy
of the new states as shown by dashed-dotted lines for two out-
ermost components. Finally, the interaction of the magnetic
field with spin momentum splits every levels (dashed-dotted
lines) into two ±Ω components relatively to the Stark states
(solid lines). In Fig. 3, we show the results of calculations
for the experimental conditions relevant in fusion plasmas for
the intensity of the Hα line. First, we consider the case with-
out magnetic field as shown in Fig. 3(a). In the pure MSE
case with ~EL pointing to the z-direction, the pattern consists
of fifteen lines with equidistant line splitting, nine of which
are, in practice, detectable. The individual transition lines are
FIG. 2. Energy levels of n = 2 in crossed electric and magnetic fields. The energy, strength of magnetic, and electric field are shown in units of the field-free
splitting δ = 0.365 cm−1 between j = 3/2 and j = 1/2 levels. The zero in the ordinate corresponds to the non-relativistic energy of the n = 2 levels so that
E(j = 3/2)/δ =−1/4 and E(j = 1/2)/δ =−5/4. The ratio Ω/F = 0.79 (the beam energy is 10 keV/amu and the magnetic field is 2 T) is kept constant in the
calculation. (a) Case of weak electric and magnetic fields: F,Ω≈ δ. Thin dashed lines show the energy of the levels for the Stark effect only (Ω= 0); solid
lines correspond to the calculation of the Zeeman-Stark effect. (b) Case of strong fields: F,Ω δ, where different colors correspond to states with different ml
numbers (parabolic states). Dashed-dotted lines for the outermost components show the Zeeman-Stark effect calculations neglecting the spin of the atoms; for
other lines, the notation is the same as in (a).
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FIG. 3. Calculation of Dα multiplet for the beam energy of 10 keV/amu and
magnetic field of 2 T. Shift of the polarization components is shown in the
units of 3/2F (a.u.), blue lines denote the σ components, and red lines denote
the pi components. Fine-structure field-free calculations are shown as black
thin lines to indicate the scale of splitting. (a) Stark effect calculations: solid
lines show the results of calculation taking the fine structure into account;
dashed lines with dots are the Stark effect calculation in a strong field, e.g.,
fine-structure and relativistic effects are neglected. (b) Solid lines show the
results of Zeeman-Stark effect calculations and dashed lines show the results
of calculations in strong fields as in (a). (c) Fraction of σ components at pi
Stark lines and pi components atσ Stark lines due to the Zeeman effect. Here,
the intensity of all lines in vicinity of corresponding transition was summed
up.
perpendicularly polarized (σ) or parallelly polarized (pi) to ~EL
components. For each polarization state, the sum over all lines,
including weak ones, is conserved so that ∑piij Ipi = 1/2 ∑σij Iσ .
The relative intensities calculated with this approach (dashed
lines) agree with calculations (Refs. 35 and 34, p. 277) and
also field-free (thin solid lines) line strengths, ∑piij Ipi = 36.907
a.u.36 By including the fine-structure in the calculations, one
shifts the energy of the whole multiplet and splits the compo-
nents with final states ml =±1 according to the results of Fig. 2.
In Fig. 3(b), one observes the impact of magnetic field on the
multiplet. By neglecting the spin of the atom, one observes the
same picture as in the case of pure MSE but the line positions
are shifted due to the quadratic term in Eq. (2). This shift is
less than the corresponding displacement induced by the fine-
structure as discussed before (dashed lines). By taking the spin
of the atom and fine-structure into account, one observes the
splitting of the components due to the linear term of inter-
action (solid lines). The following consequence for the MSE
diagnostic can be observed. One detects the redistribution of
the polarization pattern, e.g., the pure Stark pi transitions obtain
the small fraction of the σ contribution, and on the other hand,
the pure Stark σ transitions obtain certain fraction of pi com-
ponents. In all cases, the sum over all σ and pi components
remains constant, although the different polarizations appear
at the same positions compared to the Stark effect. In order to
exemplify this effect, we show the fraction ofσ components at
Stark-pi lines and pi fraction at Stark-σ lines in Fig. 3(c). One
observes the mixing on the order of 1%–3% due to the Zeeman
effect. The strongest mixing of polarization is observed at pi4
and pi2 lines. The fraction is shown at the position of Stark
lines, although the emission takes place at slightly different
positions as shown in (b). Thus, the aim of this paper is to
analyze the impact of the mixing of polarization components
and of the line shift to the experimental data and, moreover, to
determine their effect on the pitch angle and on the magnetic
field, respectively.
III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL
DATA FROM ASDEX UPGRADE
A. Measurement technique
We now give a brief description of the setup of the spectro-
scopic diagnostic at ASDEX Upgrade, which is described in
detail in Ref. 24. Similar systems can be found in many fusion
experiments.30,37–39 In ASDEX Upgrade, the beam emission
of six different positions along the beam axis (position) is
observed with a mirror, installed near the plasma boundary.
A lens system is used to focus the light onto a fibre bundle,
which relays the light to a spectrometer. Since the fibres are
arranged in one vertical line at the entrance slit of the spec-
trometer, a two-dimensional CCD-camera is used to record
the full beam emission spectra, including the intense Balmer-
α edge emission, for each radial position. To avoid saturation
on the CCD-chip, the edge emission line is blocked out by a
thin metal wire which is positioned at the exit plane of the
spectrometer exactly at the wavelength of this line.
B. Observed spectrum
A typical beam emission spectrum observed at ASDEX
Upgrade is shown in the upper plot in Fig. 4 for one position
FIG. 4. Top plot: Experimental data from the ASDEX Upgrade beam emis-
sion spectrum ~D, modeled spectrum ~dMod, consisting of active and passive
charge-exchange emission ~dCX, the combined Zeeman and motional Stark
effect and fine-structure multiplets~dZMSE, CII edge emission~dImp, fast ion Dα
component ~dFIDA, and cross talk ~dCT. The filled area represents the calculated
ZMSE spectra for the full (blue), half (red), and third (green) energy compo-
nents. In this measurement, the Balmer-α edge emission has been optically
blocked to avoid over-exposure of the CCD detector. Both the experimental
and the fitted data are background subtracted. Bottom plot: X as a measure
for goodness of fit.
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(R= 1.86 m, z= 0.09 m) at t = 5.76 s. The corresponding fit-
ted data of the forward model are given in red. The dominating
CX emission line is slightly shifted with respect to the cold Hα
and Dα emission lines (at around 656.1 nm and 656.3 nm).
The gray rectangle indicates the spectral region at which the
signal was suppressed by a blocking wire to avoid saturation
at the CCD detector. On the blue-wing side (653 . . . 655 nm),
a Balmer-α splitting is clearly visible. It consists of a superpo-
sition of three Zeeman, Stark and fine structure (ZMSE) mul-
tiplets corresponding to the full, half, and third beam energies,
each of them Doppler-shifted by ∆λD and overlapping. These
are denoted as ~dZMSE(E0), ~dZMSE(E1/2), and ~dZMSE(E1/3).
Since the spectrum is overlapped partly by the CX emis-
sion line and completely by two flat and spectrally broad
components (these being the fast ion Dα emission line ~dFIDA
and the cross talk on the chip ~dCT), a good description of these
spectral features is required.
C. Forward modeling of the combined Zeeman
and motional Stark effect spectra
Data analysis of the experimental data ~D is made by fitting
a forward model resulting in synthetic data ~d. The fit results
in the best fitting values for the Lorentz field ~EL.24,40,41
The forward model describing the measured data consists
of a background signal (dBg), carbon impurity lines (~dImp),
active charge exchange (~dCX), a FIDA signal (~dFIDA), and
the ZMSE pattern (~dZMSE). Moreover, the cross talk on the
CCD-chip during the readout process (~dCT) is included in the
forward model
~d(FEL ,B,L-S,~p)=~dCX + ~dBg + ~dImp + ~dCT + ~dFIDA + ~dZMSE, (6)
where the parameter ~p reflects all settings, e.g., calibrations.
Within the small range of wavelength, the background could
be described by a constant. The charge exchange (CX) compo-
nents (pedestal and active CX emission) were found to be well
described by two overlapping Gaussian curves as functions of
the wavelength. The widths of the Gaussians can be assigned
depending on temperature and rotation velocity, which also
affects the shift.
The impurity carbon lines are modeled in a similar fashion
to the Dα-CX lines, using the temperature, carbon mass, line
position, and amplitude.
The broad fast ion Dα signal, ~dFIDA, overlaps the whole
MSE spectrum but is of low intensity.42 In order to avoid
the high modeling effort required for the small contribution
of the FIDA signal, this component is approximated by two
overlapping Gaussians of low heights at distinctly different
wavelengths and with a large width of ≈1.5 nm (dependent on
the position).
Since a frame transfer CCD-camera is used, smearing on
the detector is generated during each frame transfer (vertical
shift). This adds onto all the spectra on the CCD-chip and is
considered in the model by ~dCT.
The Balmer-α splitting is based on a MSE model which
is extended by a correction factor that considers the line shift
of the MSE lines due to the admixture of the Zeeman effect.
The extension of the forward model in Ref. 24 is to include
the Zeeman effect and the effect of the spin-orbit coupling and
relativistic effects in the description of the Balmer-α emission.
This was done by extending the pure MSE model with correc-
tion factors for the wavelength splitting and for the intensity
relation of the σ and pi-polarized Stark lines.
The model of the pure MSE spectrum considers all 15
(σ and pi) Stark components with a spectral profile function
constructed by a Gaussian. To consider the different ener-
gies, three MSE spectra are modeled using the amplitude, Cbi ,
the Doppler shifted position of the central σ0 line, the lines
position, λELi,pi ,σ , and the line ratio TP,
~dMSE =
3∑
i=1
Cbi *,Tp
∑
pi
Api exp
−12
(
λ − λELi,pi
σw
)2
+
∑
σ
Aσ exp
−12
(
λ − λELi,σ
σw
)2+- . (7)
The fitting parameters are Cb, EL, Tp, the line shift, and the
width, σw . Thus, for the modeling of one MSE multiplet,
five free parameters were used. The Einstein coefficients Api,σ
for the pi and σ lines of the Stark spectrum are taken from
Ref. 35. The width is mainly affected by the beam width and the
instrument function. For the wavelength mapping, a quadratic
dispersion relation was determined by three natural neon lines
(λNe1 = 650.65 nm, λNe2 = 653.29 nm, and λNe3 = 659.90 nm).
Non-statistical distribution of sub-levels is considered by a
density, magnetic field, and beam energy dependent parameter,
cns, that was calculated by a collisional-radiative model13 and
used as a correction factor for TP,
TnsP = cns · TP. (8)
The factor cns is in the range of 0.8 ± 0.04 and needs to be
considered in the later analysis.
In order to take into account the changes in the line ratio
and the line mixing effect in the ZMSE case shown in Figs. 3
and 6, a correction for the line ratio TP has to be done ana-
logue to the statistical plasma correction in Eq. (8). Thus, the
corrected line ratio is
Tns,ZMSEP = cTP · TnsP . (9)
To consider the line splitting of the ZMSE pattern in the
forward model, the calculated splitting difference between
the MSE-model and ZMSE-model is the implemented line
dependent on the forward model
λ(EL ,B)i,pi ,σ = λELi,pi ,σ + ∆λ(EL ,B)i,pi ,σ . (10)
Thus the full description of the ZMSE pattern in the forward
model is
~dZMSE
=
3∑
i=1
Cbi*,Tp
∑
pi
Api exp
−12
(
λ− (λELi,pi + ∆λ(EL ,B)i,pi ,σ )
σw
)2
+
∑
σ
Aσ exp
−12
(
λ − (λELi,σ + ∆λ(EL ,B)i,pi ,σ )
σw
)2+- .
(11)
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Deviations of the beam direction and width between the three
energy components in the applied MSE geometry are deduced
from beam-into-gas calibration experiments.43 Thus separate
widths and small deviations in positions can be calculated and
incorporated into the forward model for each beam energy
component, respectively. The model of the ZMSE spectrum
considers all 15 (σ and pi) Stark components with a spec-
tral profile function constructed by a Gaussian. We note that
the Gaussian shape of the magnetic lines used in the expres-
sion [Eq. (11)] represents only the approximation to the mea-
sured line profiles since the line shape is slightly asymmetric.
The asymmetry differs for different pi- and σ-lines and could
impact the interpretation of the data as shown in Refs. 18 and
43. The small deviations from Gaussian profile functions will
be contemplated in future.
To consider the different energies, three MSE spectra are
modeled using the amplitude, Abi , the Doppler-shifted position
of the central σ0 line, the line position, λELi,pi ,σ , and the line
ratio TP =
∑
Ipi/
∑
Iσ .
D. Effect of atomic extension onto experimental
quantities
We now discuss the differences of the pure motional Stark
effect and Zeeman-Stark effect (ZMSE) models for parame-
ters relevant to the experimental results. In the case of the MSE
model, we consider the simplest picture of strong field, neglect-
ing the spin of the atom. For the given experimental conditions,
Fig. 5(a) shows the modeled Doppler-shifted emission pattern
for both calculations, MSE and ZMSE, normalized to their
maximum value. For the magnetic field of |B| = 2.2 T and
ASDEX Upgrade relevant beam energies, E0 = 29.8 keV/amu,
E1/2 = 14.9 keV/amu, and E1/3 = 9.95 keV/amu, one observes
the pattern represented by the blue, red, and green curves.
The MSE results are plotted using solid lines, and the ZMSE
results are represented by dashed lines. The ZMSE pattern is
FIG. 5. (a) Doppler shifted beam profile for both MSE (black curve) and com-
bined ZMSE (yellow curve). The MSE (solid lines) and ZMSE (dashed lines)
for the individual ASDEX Upgrade beam energies are plotted in blue (full
energy component, E0 = 29.8 keV/amu), red (half energy component, E1/2
= 14.9 keV/amu), and green (third energy component, E1/3 = 9.95 keV/amu).
A typical ASDEX Upgrade magnetic field of |~B | = 2.3 T was applied. In (b),
the residuum between both ZMSE-spectrum and MSE-spectrum is plotted.
plotted in yellow and only slightly deviates from the MSE pat-
tern (black). To reveal the spectral differences between both
models, the residuum IZMSE  IMSE is plotted in Fig. 5(b). The
obtained difference between both models is up to 4% with
respect to the maximum intensity. The main cause for the big
difference in the measured intensity is the shift of the line posi-
tion. It is noted that the observed difference is strongly related
to the chosen geometry setting (~EL, ~B, and ~s, cf. Fig. 1). For
observation of the emission along ~EL (θ = pi), all polarization
directions perpendicular to ~EL will be observed (piB, σB, and
σEL ). At line-of-sight parallel to ~B (θ = pi and φ= pi), all multi-
plet components which are perpendicularly polarized to ~B are
observable (σB, σEL , and piEL ).
In order to discuss the geometry dependence, Figs. 6(a)
and 6(b) show the difference between MSE and ZMSE calcu-
lated spectra in dependence of the orientation of observation.
Here the observation angles φ and θ are varied from φ= [0, pi]
and θ = [0, pi/2]. The calculation was done for a beam energy
of E0 = 30 keV/amu and the magnetic fields set to 2.3 T.
For almost all observation angles, the Zeeman effect leads
to an increase of the observed sum of ±pi2, ±pi3, ±pi4 lines,
and at the same time, a decrease of the observed ±σ1, σ0
lines. The black box in Fig. 6 indicates the region of ASDEX
Upgrade geometry. Here, the difference in the spectra results
in about 0.35% at the position of the Stark pi component
FIG. 6. Difference between pure MSE and ZMSE calculated signals Ipi (a)
and Iσ (b) normalized to its respective MSE calculated intensity in dependence
of the geometry. The black boxes show the region of the ASDEX Upgrade
geometry. The angles are given in values of pi.
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and −0.25% at the position of the Stark σ component. The
changes of the line intensities have impact on the observed
line ratio Tp =
∑(Iσ)/∑(Ipi), where the sum is extended over
the ±pi2,±pi3,±pi4 or ±σ1, σ0 lines. This parameter is of cru-
cial importance for the derivation of the pitch angle γ. The
question is how this affects the pitch angle γ. We introduce
the pitch angle, which measures the direction of the Lorentz
field projected on the MSE geometry,
γ = arctan
ELz
ELx
. (12)
The orientation of ~EL is determined by the observation angle
θ and the direction of the beam. The angle θ is a function of
the observed line ratio
θ = arccos
√
1 − TP
1 + TP
. (13)
Figure 7 displays the changes in the pitch angle due to the
extended atomic description of the forward modeled multiplet
for the time point t = 5.01 s and for different radial posi-
tions of the ASDEX Upgrade discharge 26322. The black
line indicates the correction made in the pitch angle when
taking into account non-statistical distribution of the upper
sub-levels. The correction in the pitch angle measurement is
about ∆γ ≈ 3.5◦. Furthermore, the effect of the Zeeman effect
is shown for three ASDEX Upgrade beam energies (blue, red,
and green). For this case, the change in the pitch angle is about
∆γZMSE = {0.4◦, 0.7◦, 0.9◦}. It can be concluded that both cor-
rections are quite significant compared to the required accuracy
for fusion devices which is in the range of 0.1◦ . . . 0.5◦.4 Thus
the pitch angle reconstructions suffer systematically from a
neglection of the Zeeman effect and from the assumption of
statistical distribution of upper sub-levels. The total correction
for the spectral MSE diagnostic is about 4◦. However, the MSE
diagnostic deriving the pitch angle from the polarization of the
emission line is almost not affected by the effects described
above. In fact, the non-LTE has no effect on the line emission
polarization. Whereas the Zeeman effect introduces a circular
FIG. 7. Correction in the forward modeled pitch angle due to the extended
atomic description of the Balmer-α spectrum: effect of non-statistical dis-
tribution of the upper sub-levels for the pure MSE case (black), effect of
spectral ZMSE, including fine-structure and relativistic effects (red). The
colors indicate the certain ASDEX Upgrade beam energy.
polarization fraction on the emission lines. This circular polar-
ization fraction reduces the useful linear polarization fraction
but does not change the linear polarization angle.
As shown in Sec. II, the Zeeman effect and the fine-
structure cause a shift of the multiplet and a change in the
line splitting. For ASDEX Upgrade relevant conditions, the
multiplet is shifted by about 5% for 30 keV/amu to 11% for
30 keV/amu beam energies with respect to the σ0-Stark line.
The line splitting changes in the range of 1% (30 keV/amu)
to 2% (30 keV/amu). In Fig. 8, the change in |~B| due to the
difference of the line splitting between the pure MSE case
and ZMSE case is shown for varying splitting and ASDEX
Upgrade beam energies. The splitting is the mean value taken
from most intensive lines (−4pi . . . + 4pi). The scattered sym-
bols denote the experimental data taken from a magnetic field
ramp-down discharge (#26322); the inclined lines represent
the fit referred to the experimental data. The color code cor-
responds to the beam energies. For a magnetic field of about
2.3 T, a difference of 1.6% (E0) . . . 2.5% (E1/3) can be seen.
This is a significant effect and needs to be considered for the
calculation of the absolute value of B. The aforementioned for-
mulation of the ZMSE case with the spin-orbit coupling and
relativistic effects is now included in the forward model, and
the measured spectral MSE data, ~d, at the ASDEX Upgrade
are fitted using the forward model.24
E. Validation of the ZMSE diagnostic
In order to validate the forward model, a reference dis-
charge has been conducted on the ASDEX Upgrade. The
discharge parameter was chosen to reflect conditions that
have been analysed with the CLISTE equilibrium code.25,44
Figure 9 shows the time evolution of the discharge indicating
FIG. 8. Magnetic field variation as a function of the line splitting at the radial
position R= 1.78 m. The crosses represent the pure MSE case (along the
solid lines) and ZMSE with fine-structure and relativistic effects (along the
dashed-dotted lines) calculated splitting corresponding to a magnetic field
ramp performed during ASDEX Upgrade discharge 26322. The lines along
the experimental data represent a fit to these data. The horizontal black line
indicates a magnetic field calculated with CLISTE corresponding to a MSE
splitting value (vertical lines). The dashed horizontal lines represent the mag-
netic field values corresponding to the ZMSE model evaluated splitting value
(vertical lines). The data are represented in color-codes for the three beam
energies full (black), half (blue), and third (red).
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FIG. 9. Reference discharge on ASDEX Upgrade (#26322): (a) Time traces
of the toroidal magnetic field (red) and the plasma current (black); (b) applied
plasma heating consisting of NBI (black) and ECRH (red) heating power.
a stationary plasma current of Ip = 0.8 MA (a) and a stationary
heating of P = 5.8 MW (b) but a decrease in the absolute value
of the toroidal magnetic field from |Btor | = 2.6 T to |Btor | = 2.4
T (a). Btor has been decreased by lowering the toroidal field
coil current. If the forward model is correct, then the temporal
evolution of the Lorentz field ~EL =~v ×~B should show the same
variation as the applied magnetic field and should agree with
the independent analysis of the CLISTE equilibrium code.
Figure 10 shows the temporal evolution of the Lorentz
field ~EL =~v × ~B from both an independent analysis of CLISTE
(blue) and from the fitted data of the forward model (red line)
for two chosen positions.
The CLISTE data are directly derived from ~ECLL =~v⊥
×~BCL, where~v⊥ is taken from calibration measurements of the
beam and MSE geometry and ~BCL is a result of the solution
FIG. 10. Discharge #26322: Time traces of the Lorentz field calculated with
the CLISTE equilibrium code with run# 2364 (blue), with the ZMSE forward
model (red), and with the MSE forward model (green): For all methods, the fit
functions (straight lines) and the related rmse confidence intervals (shadowed
regions) are given.
of the Grad-Shafranov-equation45 in CLISTE. The forward
modeled Lorentz fields are calculated with the Schwartzschild-
Epstein equation.35 The CLISTE calculations were constrained
by magnetic measurements, q, and the total pressure (ptot
= pkin + pFI ). Since sawtooth activity has been observed, the
safety factor was set q = 1 at the axis. In fact, this is not
exact but setting q = 1 at the inversion radius (ρθ ≈ 0.23)
leads to almost the same results. The kinetic contribution of
the total pressure, pkin = kB · (neTe + niTi), was obtained from
kinetic measurements and integrated data analysis (IDA).46
The fast ion pressure contribution, pFI , was calculated with
the transport code TRANSP.47
The linear ramp down phase of about 6% between t = 3.8
s and t = 6.2 s was assumed to follow the linear decrease of Btor
and fitted by a linear model. The precision for each position was
estimated from the sum of the squared residuals. The resulting
2σ error intervals are represented by the shaded regions and
are about the same order for CLISTE and forward model data.
However, in contrast to the CLISTE data, the precision of the
forward model data was found to be position dependent. With
σ = 0.3%, the error is the lowest at the outermost position
and rises towards the plasma core with a maximum value of σ
= 0.6% for the innermost position. This can be explained by the
beam attenuation which leads to a decreasing signal-to-noise
level towards the plasma.
The results show a small radius dependent difference in
the bias up to 2.5% and a good agreement for the temporal vari-
ation between both methods. In all cases, the derived Lorentz
and magnetic fields for MSE case are higher as in the case of
the ZMSE model which is in agreement with results of Sec. II
(Fig. 3). Indeed, the magnetic field causes additional splitting
of the components so that the weaker Lorentz electric field
is now required to describe the measured spectra. The MSE
data are found even in slightly better agreement with CLISTE
calculations as ZMSE results. The total error in the variation
of the Lorentz field is ∆EL/EL0 ≈ 0.5%. The reasons for the
position dependent error could be as follows:
1. Error in the CLISTE results since CLISTE cannot take
into account fast ion anisotropy.
2. Imperfections in the optics components in the MSE
setup, e.g., by non-optimal adjustment of the detection
components which consists of a spectrometer, an objec-
tive, and a CCD-chip. The MSE diagnostic is described
in detail in Ref. 24.
3. Use of an improper profile function for the MSE lines: in
the present work, a Gaussian profile was applied. How-
ever, this is not exact. Dux has shown in Ref. 43 that the
MSE profile is asymmetric due to the variation of the
magnetic field along the line-of-sight when it is crossing
a beam with a certain width. The effect is the strongest
in the innermost position.
It can be concluded that local variations in the magnetic
fields of less 0.5% can be detected. Moreover, the spectral
ZMSE diagnostic can be used for the measurement of abso-
lute values of the local magnetics with a high accuracy of
about 1% or even better. The measured values have a high
precision between 0.3% and 0.6%. To improve the consis-
tency with CLISTE results in the measurement of the absolute
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values, the difference in the bias has to be minimized. This
could be done by applying asymmetric MSE profile functions
and by increasing the accuracy. However, the findings show
that the application of the ZMSE forward model is a suit-
able tool to confirm and, moreover, to improve equilibrium
reconstructions.
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, the influence of the Zeeman effect was
analysed for the measurements of MSE spectra at the ASDEX-
Upgrade tokamak. The contribution of these effects to the
Balmer-α beam emission spectrum has been investigated sys-
tematically for different geometry, beam energy, and magnetic
field strength. First, we analyze the results depending on the
Zeeman effect only. It was found that under typical ASDEX
Upgrade conditions, the line splitting is affected by the ZMSE
in the range of 1% for 30 keV/amu to 2% for 10 keV/amu
deuterium beam energies. The changes in the observed line
ratio ∑i I ipi/∑j I jσ with i= {±2,±3,±4} and j = {±1, 0} due
the Zeeman effect are up to 2% (10 keV/amu). The discrep-
ancies for the energy dependent line splitting and line ratio
were included into the new ZMSE forward model as a correc-
tion parameter. The resulting changes in the absolute value of
the magnetic field are about 1.6% (30 keV/amu) to 2.5% (10
keV/amu) which is in the range of the para- and diamagnetism.
The measurements of the pitch angle were performed at the
ASDEX Upgrade using the line ratio technique, e.g., the mea-
sured intensity ratio of the ∑ Iσ/∑ Ipi components was used to
obtain this angle. The non-LTE population distribution leads
to the variation of the angle on the order of 2◦. By taking the
Zeeman effect into account, the calculated pitch angles change
about 0.7◦ from the analysis based on the atomic models of
the pure non-LTE Stark effect. The proposed approach dif-
fers from the standard polarimetry technique which is less
sensitive to the non-LTE conditions for the excited levels
of beams in the plasma. However, the uncertainty on the
order of 1◦–2◦ in the pitch angle exists also for this standard
approach.18
From these findings, it can be concluded that the accurate
modeling of the Zeeman-Stark effect is required to fulfill the
needed accuracy for the determination of the magnetic field
strength. We note that the present analysis was performed in
the first-order perturbation theory only. Also the results of the
non-statistical model in pure parabolic Stark states and the
impact of the Zeeman effect on the line ratios were not taken
self-consistently into account. We are going to improve this
model in the near future.
The extended forward model was validated with an
ASDEX Upgrade discharge. The applied linear decrease of
the toroidal magnetic field of about 6% could be reconstructed
by the forward ZMSE model. The calculated Lorentz fields
show a position dependent offset of ∆EL0 ≈ 0% to 2.5% and a
difference in the inclination of about∆(δEL)/EL0 ≈ 0.5% com-
pared to Lorentz fields calculated with the equilibrium solver
CLISTE. We could show that the ZMSE forward model leads
to slightly lower Lorentz fields compared to the MSE forward
model. This is consistent with results from the atomic physics
calculations, which showed that the line splitting is increased
by the Zeeman effect and the fine-structure. The high accuracy
in both the absolute value and the time development demon-
strates the spectral MSE diagnostic with the forward model of
ZMSE to be a suitable tool for accurate equilibrium reconstruc-
tion. The error estimated from the statistical noise is slightly
lower then the error of the CLISTE data for the outer posi-
tions but increases towards the inner positions due to beam
attenuation.
Further improvements could be the reduction of the noise
by improved hardware settings, e.g., not using the optical path
of the polarimeter setup. Furthermore, the uncertainty of the
data has shown the need of a full statistical description of
the forward model, for example, by a Bayesian approach.
Moreover, the forward model can be refined by consider-
ing additional electric field components, e.g., radial electric
field.
The results advance the accuracy and precision of spectral
motional Stark effect measurements. One application could
be the investigation of magneto-hydrodynamic stability in the
presence of fast ions which is a topic of high importance for
the fusion project ITER.
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